Abstrac& Full-field acoustic methods for current velocity inversion require accurate and efficient mathematicrd models of sound propagation in a rangedependent waveguide with flow. In this paper, an exact eoupld-mode representation of the mustic field is derived. To accountfor the physics of the problem, normal modes in a corresponding range-independent waveguide are chosen as the Iocd basis. Unlike motionless case, vertical dependencies of acoustic pressure in individual normal modes are not otiogorsrd in the presence of currents. To overeome this difficulty, a fivedimensional state veetor is introdu~. Otiogondity of the state vwtors corresponding to individud normrd modes is established. Coupled equations are derived for ugedependent mode amplitudes. The resulting mode~upling equations have the same form as hose known for motionless ease, but the vducs of mode-coupling coefficientsdiffer.
INTRODUCTION
In waveguides with a moving medium, acoustic normal modes are bown to propagate independently from each other when the waveguides are range-independent (1, Chap. 4) or their parameters change gradually (adiabatically) with range (1, Chap. 7; 2). Although it influences mode shape finctions and propagation constants, fluid flow does not lead by itself to mode coupling. k the case of motionless medi~mode-coupling equations are available (3; 1, Chap. 7) that describe evolution of mode spectrum due to the waveguide's continuous range-dependence. The goal of the present paper is to extend the mode-coupling theory to moving media with time-independent parameters. To satis~the physical requirement of mode-coupling vanishing in the limit of adiabatic range-dependence, the nomal modes of rangeindependent waveguides in moving media should be used as local basis in representing fields in range-dependent waveguides. However, unlke the motionless case, depth-dependence of acoustic pressure in normal modes is not orthogonal in the presence of fluid flow. Besides, no (scalar) wave equation is met by acoustic fields in the general inhomogeneous moving fluid. The traditional approach (3) to the derivation of the mode-coupling equations is based on a scalar wave equation and orthogonality of pressures in the normal modes which can not be applied to moving media. Those difficulties will be overcome by using an appropriately chosen stafe vector as a dependent variable to represent the acoustic field. For brevity, we consider a 2-D problem of sound propagation in a waveguide with pressurerelease or rigid horizontal boundaries, assume medium parameters that are smooth finctions of position, and negIect coupling to continuous spectrum.
NORMAL MODE ORTHOGONALITY
Linearized equations of hydrodynamics for waves superimposed on an inhomogeneous fluid flow can be written as follows (4):
Herep& R u, and c are the pressure, density, fluid velocity, and sound speed in the absence of the wave; p is acoustic pressure, and w is oscillatory displacement of fluid particles (4). Time-dependence exp (-iti) of the acoustic field is implied. For the pu~oses of mode-coupling analysis, we represent the simultaneous equations (1) 
where matrix [A] is a finction of x, depth coordinate z, and da. In terms of the state vector @,an equation expressing normal-mode orthogonality ( 1, Chap. 4) in moving media becomes
where the integration is performed throughout the vertical extent of the waveguide, q '") and @m' are propagation constant and state vector of m-th local mode in the given waveguide; P@ is the state vector corresponding to the mode of the order -n in the waveguide with reversed flow (1. e. with flow velocity -u(x, z)); mode orders take positive (negative) integer values for modes propagathg to the right (to the left).
[B] is a 5X5matrix with six non-mm elements:
bl,= -b12= 1, b2J=bJ1=b4J=bJ4= @l.
DERWATION OF COWLED-MODE EQUATIONS
Let us represent the acoustic field @as a sum of local modes @(")(x, z) with as yet unknown mode amplitudes Ff")(x). Equations (2) and (3) make it possible to apply to the problem at hand a technique (5) originally developed for elastic waveguides. Multiplyhg Eq. (2) 
where the coupling coefficients g.. are sums of integrals over z of P, c, and u range derivatives with weights involving depth-dependence of acoustic pressure in modes n and m. An inspection shows that the coupling coefficients and the mode-coupling equations obtained reduce to known results for motionless medium (1, Chap. 7) in the limit u -0.
CONCLUSION
With the local basis chosen as normal modes of a range-independent waveguide in moving medium, mode-coupling equations in the presence of currents retain the structure of mode-coupling equations in motionless fluid with the only difference being the value of the coupling coefficients. In moving media, range-dependence of flow velocity @ut not flow velocity itsel~contributes to mode coupling, much like range-dependence of sound speed or medium density, To calculate the coupling coefficients in a given waveguide, it is sufficient to know the depth-dependence of acoustic pressure in corresponding local modes. The similarity between acoustic mode-coupling equations in moving and motionless fluids greatly simplifies an extension of computer codes implementing mode-coupling tieory for quiescent media to the case of ocean with currents.
